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Fox/Minifox LED
FOX LED is the latest update from Arkoslight, featuring a
corrosion resistant polycarbonate body and diffuser, with a frame
so slim it almost appears trimless when illuminated.
Its most outstanding technical features include a low recess
depth, homogenous distribution, remarkable efficiency and a
unique ‘bayonet style’ diffuser system. The design of its heat sink
achieves excellent thermal management while enabling Fox LED
to achieve a high lumen value at reduced power consumption.
The FOX is available in 15W or 20W, dimmable with push, 1-10V
or Dali protocols and in 3000k or 4000k.
FOX and FOX MINI also boast an IP54 protection level against
the penetration of solid and liquid particles and an IK10 level (the
highest level) of impact resistance.
Watch the video ...

AVANT LED
The AVANT is a premium quality LED profile with a professional
looking finish. A custom-made linear light, AVANT has been
designed to incorporate the latest LED technology with a high
quality lighting system, providing maximum light.
Producing elegantly diffused light, the LED boards smoothly
interconnect to provide a seamless finish, even when creating
joins. Screwless end caps create a clean and less industrial
aesthetic appearance.
The AVANT profile has been specifically designed to disperse
the heat generated from the LEDs evenly over the entire body,
increasing the efficiency and longevity of the LEDs.
With a
lifetime of 50,000hrs/L70 and systems producing over 108Lm/W
(compared to 85Lm/W for T5), the AVANT offers a 12% increase
in Lumen output from the light source.
Custom manufacturing allows for flexibility in length, with black /
white / anodized colour finishes, opal / frosted reeded diffusers,
varied mounting options, 3k / 4k CCT, standard / high output
LED and up/down lighting capabilities.
Recessed, wall or ceiling surface mount and suspended
versions available.
See more...

Diana lamps
The Diana range of lamps features a slender central metal
stem supporting a slightly conical wide circular linen shade with
upper diffuser. The Diana and Diana Mayor floor lamps and
the Diana and Diana Menor table lamps all retain the simplicity
that characterize this family.
Available in satin nickel or polished brass finish, the metallic
structures include an in-line dimmer. Shades come in black or
white linen (black with stone cardboard diffuser, white with
translucent white cardboard diffuser).

Mulgrave Country Club
We recently supplied these unique pendants to Mulgrave
Country Club. The custom designed size and colour give a
real 'wow' factor, and an internal opal diffuser softens the light
to suit the dining area.
See more...

